
Extreme Introduces Machined Stabilizers
Extreme Archery Products is introducing the Air Weight line

of archery stabilizers. Air Weight Stabilizers incorporate multi-
rod construction with CNC machined fittings which in the
past were reserved for only the most expensive models. Air
Weight models include the AWT-5 (5 inch) or the AWT-7
(7inches) and are available in the following to match almost
any bow: Mathews Lost Camo, Realtree Hardwoods Green HD,
Realtree All Purpose, or Realtree All Purpose Green.“With the
Air Weight hunter’s can finally get a CNC machined, camo,
multi-rod stabilizer for the price of rubber,” Extreme’s Mark
Whitt said. Reach this Kentucky firm at (606) 928-9447.
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Gerbing’s Gloves Battle Bitter Cold
Gerbing’s Core Heat series of electrically heated clothing now

includes camouflage hunting gloves. ArrowTrade Editor Tim
Dehn field tested a pair this past fall and found they worked as
advertised, keeping hands warm at the highest of four heating
settings for three hours while temps were in the single digits.
The gloves used extremely fine wires along the back of the
hands and along each finger. A small lithium battery rides at the
back of the wrists. Gerbing’s has been keeping motorcycle riders

warm for over 30 years
with gloves, vests and
jackets powered by
plugging into a 12 volt
power source. These
hunting gloves are soft
and well-insulated, but
not thin enough to safe-
ly trigger a release. We
found they worked great
to keep the bow hand
warm and wore our
release inside the other
glove, ready to slip it out
when needed. The sug-
gested retail price is
$179. Reach Gerbing’s at
(800) 646-5916.

BCY Makes Stocking More Colors Easier
The success BCY has had in introducing brilliant colors of

popular bowstring material has caused something of a
problem for dealers.There’s so many string colors available it
can be hard for a retailer to inventory the less popular ones.

Now BCY has addressed the issue with 1/8 pound string
spools, half the size and about half the cost of the 1/4 pound
spools that were the smallest size available before. You can
get the smaller spools in all 25 colors of the 452X material
shown above, as well as in BCY’s 8125 and DynaFLIGHT 97
materials. For pricing and colors, contact BCY in Connecticut
at (860) 632-7115.

Carter Introduces Sensation Release
This sleek new trigger release is based on the top selling

series of Evolution releases.“Many shooters enjoy practicing
with a tension activated Evolution but like the comfort of
competing with a trigger release,” Carter’s John Dudley said.
“The Sensation is a thumb activated trigger release and will
assure the same impact point as any model of Evolution
without having to adjust your peep or anchor point. The
Sensation also incorporates the Interchangeable Tension
System (I.T.S) for
micro adjustment of
trigger pressure to
suit your prefer-
ence.”

R e a c h C a r t e r
Enterprises in Idaho
at (208) 624-3467.
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Aramid KV with Kevlar and Built-in Weight ForwardTM Technology
Engineered with Kevlar, the Aramid KV is the strongest, most durable arrow you can buy.

Patented Built-in Weight Forward technology gives you superior accuracy with a broadhead_and

quite possibly, the most powerful advantage you’ve ever had in the field. To find out more,

visit carbonexpressarrows.com

5X
s t r o n g e r t h a nst e e l

Kevlar:Pound for pound

Introducing Aramid KVTM with Kevlar®,

a material that’s pound for pound

5 times stronger than steel.

And worth its weight in gold.

Kevlar® and Dupont® are registered trademarks of E.I. Dupont de Nemours and Company
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Gore Debuts 2 in 1 Glove Technology
The innovator of waterproof breathable clothing was introducing a

new approach to keeping hunter’s hands warm at the 2008 SHOT
Show in Las Vegas. The Jaguar gloves have twin openings marked by
protruding tabs. Slip your hand into the “Grip” slot and there’s just a
thin layer of insulation between your hand and the leather palm. Slip

your hand into the
“Warm” slot and

you’ll be able to stay
much warmer. Of

c o u r s e ,
b o w h u n t e r s

may use the
“Warm” slot
for their bow

hand and use
the “Grip” slot for

the hand that
operates the release.

The gloves are sewn as
one piece, so there’s no

liner to bunch up or that
can get lost.

The new gloves carry
Mossy Oak Break-Up and
come medium, large or
extra large. Reach Gore in
Maryland at (410) 506-2647.

Steiner Has
Auto Focus Models

New 8x30 and 12x40 Binoculars
have been introduced by Steiner Germany as addi-
tions to their Predator Pro Line. They incorporate
Steiner’s latest “C5” technology designed to deliver
brighter images with high contrast. They feature
Steiner’s  “Sports Auto-Focus” system which allows
the user to make a one-time, focus adjustment to
the eyepieces, and through a high depth of field,
view objects in sharp focus from near distance to
infinity. Contoured, wrap-around eyecups block
side light and improve the viewing experience.

Steiner Binoculars are made in Germany and
marketed in North America by Pioneer Research.
For more information call (800) 257-7742.
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Medalist Has New Lightweight Clothing Series
Medalist, purveyors of the scent eliminating Silvermax apparel, is intro-

ducing a Cheyenne series for early to mid-season hunting. The Cheyenne
series consists of a shirt and pant that are quiet due to the micro-poly
brushed knit tricot shell, which also provides protection against the wind.
The Silvermax lining allows for undetected, scent-free protection. Each
piece is also ideal to use for layering under heavier garments in the colder
months. Medalist says that Silvermax, powered by X-Static is a high perfor-
mance fiber with a 360-degree layer of pure silver, which it calls the world’s
most effective antimicrobial agent. “As nature’s most adaptive heat-regu-
lating element, the silver in Silvermax reacts to your body, conducting heat
away from your skin when hot and reflecting it back  when cold, thus ensur-

ing lasting and adap-
tive comfort in mild to
extreme conditions,” a
s p o k e s p e r s o n
explained.

Silvermax Cheyenne
apparel is available in
small to 3X in solid or
Mossy Oak Break-Up.
For more information
on Medalist scent-
eliminating apparel,
log on to www.medal-
ist.com or call (610)
373-5300.

Rinehart Has New Dealer Target
Rinehart Targets has introduced a new Small

Alert Turkey target in the portion of its line sold
through retailers. The new target measures 25
inches tall and 30 inches from beak to tip of tail.
It’s realistically colored so it can double as a
decoy, but it’s built with the same “self healing”
foam that’s used in the company’s other 3-D tar-
gets and in it’s long-lasting 18-1 field point and
broadhead target. That means your customers
won’t struggle to pull arrows, whether in their
backyards or on your range.

Reach the Wisconsin firm at (608) 757-8153.
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